We propose here a 1-period matrix model of a fraction of the Polish financial market (for our purposes it will suffice to focus on a fraction of the market) built up from the point of view of the Polish biggest listed company KGHM. Using this model we construct an arbitrage portfolio consisting of 5 different assets, namely shares of KGHM, Treasury bills and 3 kinds of stock options. We recall the concept of arbitrage of type A and type B (called also an arbitrage I and arbitrage II, resp.) and illustrate it with examples. To prove that an arbitrage is possible to conduct, we separately distinguish scenarios when options prices are determined by the Black-Scholes formula, and when they deviate from their theoretical values. We prove that in all those cases an arbitrage of type B can be conducted. Since our approach does not rely on the specifics of Poland as a country, it can be equally well implemented in any other country which offers Treasury bills, as well as call and put options on shares of selected companies (KGHM in the studied case). The purpose of this study is to encourage practitioners to conduct an arbitrage in their own country, especially in a case when call and put options are offered on a local OTC market.
Introduction
In this article we invoke from Cerny (2009) a mathematically rigorous definition of arbitrage of type A and type B (called also an arbitrage I and arbitrage II, resp.) which is also applicable on the markets where the law of one price holds. We show how to apply the notion of arbitrage on the Polish capital market from which we have chosen for analysis the largest listed company, KGHM, one of the leading producers of silver and cooper in the world.
We demonstrate how to identify an arbitrage of type B when a unit price of KGHM's shares equals 119 PLN. We implement an arbitrage by selling 1 million of KGHM's shares and simultaneously purchasing its synthetic replica at 111,562,500 PLN, obtaining a risk-free profit of 7,437,500 PLN. The replica is built up with Treasury bills and 3 kinds of stock options. When these stock options, both in long and short positions, are entered into on an OTC market, the arbitrager does not have to worry about the risk associated with varying daily prices and margins.
The idea behind this methodology is to consider hundreds of scenarios concerning the price of KGHM's shares, together with corresponding prices of specified in this article call an put options, in order to calculate the resulting profit or loss. Therefore, there is no sense to identify factors influencing price movements of KGHM's shares since we took into account all possible scenarios (KGHM's share prices) in our earlier calculations. However, the presented methodology does not guarantee that in a particular period of time, say 2 or 6 nearest trading sessions, the arbitrage will be for sure spotted and conducted.
The readers interested in practical (versus textbook) arbitrage limitations are referred to Shleifer and Vishny (1997) . In this article the authors are concerned with so-called professional arbitrage where a small number of highly specialized investors using other people's capital is trying to conduct an arbitrage (p.35). They investigate various implications for security pricing which can be a result of such professional arbitrage, including situations when prices diverge far from their fundamental values. In this paper we offer quite opposite approach by taking asset prices for granted and then demonstrating how to spot and conduct an arbitrage of type B.
Since in this paper we propose a 1-period model of a financial market, we are concerned with static hedging on complete and incomplete markets. A financial market is called complete if each desired by financial market participants Business and Management Studies Vol. 4, No. 1; 2018 42 financial instrument can be perfectly replicated by means of liquid financial securities; otherwise, it is called incomplete. In reality, all markets are incomplete, unless one considers a fraction of a financial market, as is the case in this paper.
There already exists some literature inclusively devoted to static hedging, however, all known to this author publications are concerned with different topics than the one elaborated in this paper. Many, if not most, are devoted to replication of financial options and other derivative instruments; see, for example, Carr, Ellis and Gupta (1998, p. 1165) where static hedging was developed for several exotic options by means of standard options. See also an article by Glen and Jorion (1993) which investigates benefits resulting from currency hedging in international bond and equity markets. They demonstrate (p.1986 ) that inclusion of forward contracts leads to statistically significant improvements in the performance of unconditional portfolios containing bonds. This research area is however completely different from ours. San-Lin Chung and Pai-ta Shih (2009) are concerned with static hedge portfolio (SHP) of an American option. Their results (p. 2140) indicate that the numerical efficiency of their approach is comparable to some recent advanced numerical methods, which is, of course, not relevant to this article.
On the other hand, Michenaud and Solnik (2008) apply an axiomatic behavioral theory, namely the regret theory, to derive closed-form solutions to optimal currency hedging (p.677), which also represents a completely different topic than ours. Summing up, none of the representative articles cited above is concerned with the issue tackled in this paper, namely how to build a synthetic replica of shares of some listed company with the goal to identify an arbitrage opportunity of type B and conduct the arbitrage.
The opposite of static hedging is dynamic hedging elaborated for example by Kondor (2009) . His approach is also very different from ours. Indeed, in his article (p. 631) the arbitrageurs optimally decide how to allocate their limited capital over time, while in our approach such decision is made once in a time (today only) because we deal with a 1-period model. Besides, Kondor is developing an equilibrium model of convergence trading and its impact on asset prices, while in this paper we are not interested at all how asset prices are being shaped.
Finally, we want to make clear that the concept of arbitrage in finance we are concerned with has nothing to do with the notions of arbitrage functioning in (i) psychology, (ii) law, (iii) sport and (v) political sciences.
Some Theory
We present a 1-period model of a fraction of the Polish financial market (see also, Zaremba, 2016 Zaremba, , 2017a Zaremba, , 2017c Zaremba, , 2018 in which there are only 2 dates, "today" and "tomorrow", whatever those dates mean. It is assumed that all economic activity (consumption, trading and work) takes place only "today" and "tomorrow". It turns out that such a model quite adequately represents the real financial market; it is specifically adequate for investment funds which do not make frequent trading. It represents a fraction of the Polish financial market interesting from the point of view KGHM, with first column b featuring payments resulting "tomorrow" from 1 share of KGHM in six different scenarios. The remaining 3 columns (2, 3, and 4) represent payments generated respectively by a Treasury bill (T-Bill), a call option to buy 1 KGHM's share at strike price of 90 PLN, and a put option to sell 1 KGHM's share at strike price of 115 PLN. The readers interested in prices of KGHM's shares are referred to the website http://kghm.com/pl/inwestorzy/akcje-kghm/wykres-kursu-akcji and www.pl.investing.com/equities/kghm-polska-miedz-sa-historical-data.
In this article we will propose a different model of a fraction of Polish financial market by means of matrix (4) with 4 rows and 5 columns. This is an example of a complete market because each desirable financial instrument (column vector with 4 coordinates) is a linear combination of liquid instruments (columns of matrix (4) whose rank is maximal). We recall from Linear Algebra that the rank of an arbitrary matrix is the dimension of the vector space spanned by its columns.
Each financial market (or its fraction) in our methodology can be viewed as a matrix A with n liquid securities (n columns), whose payouts "tomorrow" in m different states of the financial market (scenarios) are given in m rows of matrix . In other words, the amount of jk A PLN is to be paid "tomorrow" in scenario "j" by financial instrument "k". "Tomorrow" will always mean in this article 6 months from "today", whatever "today" stands for. x pieces of second basis financial instrument (represented by column 2) and so on.
An Arbitrage of Type
Therefore, according to the method of relative pricing, see Cerny (p. 40) , the amount
, represents the price we pay for portfolio x on this market.
Definition 1a.
We say we performed an arbitrage of type A (Cerny, pp. 38-40) when we bought a portfolio of 2 basis financial instruments admitted an arbitrage was fact that 1 of them (a share of company XYZ) stochastically dominated the other basis instrument (T-Bill) in a sense that the share will generate "tomorrow" higher or the same payouts than the Treasury bill, having the same price as the T-Bill.
Definition 1b. We say we performed an arbitrage of type A in a strong sense when we bought a portfolio
of basis financial instruments (i) whose cost was zero or even negative, and (ii) portfolio x will generate "tomorrow"
positive cash flow at each state of the financial market.
Arbitrage of Type B
Definition 2. We say we performed an arbitrage of type B (Cerny, pp. 38-40) when we bought a portfolio
of basis financial instruments such that (i) the purchase of x generated an income for us equal to -
 0, that is, no cash flow will result from portfolio x at any state of the financial market. Commentary 3. The condition Ax = 0 implies that the columns of matrix A are linearly dependent, so there must exist at least 1 (typically it is more than 1) redundant basis financial instrument which can be perfectly replicated (as a linear combination of the remaining columns).
Therefore, to achieve a risk-free profit, it is enough to sell this redundant financial instrument (if it is more expensive than its replica) and buy the replica. If, however, the replica is more expensive, we should sell it and buy the redundant financial instrument. In both these cases we earn money today because we sell high and buy low.
In this way we have shortly proved the following Fact 1 . A financial market admits an arbitrage of type B if and only if there exists at least 1 mispriced basis redundant instrument; it means it is either cheaper or more expensive than its replica built with the remaining basis financial instruments.
Commentary 4. It is easy to see that an arbitrage of type B is stronger than an arbitrage of type A in the strong sense.
Indeed, having bought a portfolio x satisfying conditions specified in Definition 2, an investor can easily buy additionally some amount of T-Bills, using the money he or she received when they purchased portfolio x, and next add those T-Bills to portfolio x, creating this way a new portfolio x  whose cost of purchase will still be less than 0 PLN.
But this new portfolio
x  will generate "tomorrow" positive payouts at all states of the market; in fact, the T-Bills contained in x  will alone generate positive payouts at all states of the financial market. . Let's note that the price of a 6-month T-Bill must pretty often fluctuate around 9875 PLN because the risk-free rate in Poland is slightly above 2.5%, so our choice of 9875 PLN was natural. As we will see in the next section, the assumed option prices of 3000 PLN, 1000 PLN and 2500 PLN (see Table 1 , Table 2 , Table 3 ) are close to their theoretical values determined by Black-Scholes formulas. The cheapest is the put option of 100 KGHM's shares at 115 PLN (it costs 1000 PLN), while the most expensive is the call option to buy 100 KGHM's shares at 90 PLN (it costs 3000 PLN). Since the rank of matrix T must be less than 5 (because there are only 4 columns in T), at least 1 of them must be linearly dependent on the remaining ones. For example, column 1 is the following linear combination of the other 4: 
Two Examples of Arbitrage Portfolios

Arbitrage Involving Replica of KGHM's Shares When Options' Prices Are Close to Their Theoretical Values
Valuation of Options via Black-Scholes Formula (  =35%; f r = 2.5%; Dividend q=0% or q=2% or q=4%)
In the previous subsection we assumed that the prices of 5 basis instruments were given by vector . We explained that 119 PLN happens to be a market price of KGHM's shares regularly and that the price 9875 PLN of a 6-month T-Bill results from the fact the risk-free rate in Poland fluctuates slightly above 2.5%. In this subsection we want to determine theoretical prices of 3 financial options we selected as our basis instruments (columns 3, 4 and 5 in matrix T). Towards this end we have to make assumptions concerning not only the risk-free rate in Poland, but also volatility of KGHM's share prices (we suppose here that volatility  =35%), and make also assumptions concerning dividends (q) paid by KGHM as well. According to the Black-Scholes formula, the price of a call option is given by
where T is the time to maturity of the option (in this article we suppose that T = 2 1 ) while N(d) stands for the cumulative probability distribution function for the standard normal distribution N(0,1). Furthermore,
First, let's see how different values of parameter q affect pricing of a call option of 100 KGHM's shares with strike price 90 PLN per share. In the previous subsection the price 90 c of that call option was supposed to be equal 3000 PLN. We will soon see how much price 3000 PLN is different from its theoretical value. When q = 0% then 1 d =1.3028, 
Fact 4
The change of parameter q from 0% to 2% and next to 4% implies the following decrease of 95 c : 
Fact 5
A change of dividend q from 0% to 2%, and next to 4% entails the following changes of theoretical value p 115 of a put option of 100 KGHM's shares at strike price of 115 PLN for each share: 
Valuation of Portfolio Replicating KGHM's Shares
We assume as previously that  =35%; f r =2.5%; q=0% or q=2% or q=4%. Now, let's valuate portfolio z = 
In such situation, the theoretical price of portfolio z depends on dividend q, too. When q=0%, portfolio z costs "today" created "today" (any day when 1 KGHM's share costs 119 PLN) conducts an arbitrage of type B since "tomorrow" (6 months later) (i) the payouts resulting from z will be equal to zero PLN in all 4 states of the Polish financial market, and (ii) the purchase of z "today" generates an inflow of cash depending on a dividend yield q paid to shareholders by KGHM. The purchase of 1 million of arbitrage portfolios z generates an inflow of 2,153,500 PLN when dividends are not paid. When q = 2% then the risk-free profit increases to 3,309,500 PLN. Finally, when q = 4%, then purchase of 1 million portfolios z generates a risk-free profit of 4,451,500 PLN.
Concluding Remarks
First of all, let us note that the investment horizon length (6 months in this paper) can be arbitrary, depending only on termination dates of call and put options available on a given OTC market and stock market. As we have already mentioned in Introduction, the idea behind the presented above methodology is to first consider hundreds of scenarios concerning the price of KGHM's shares, together with the corresponding prices of specified in this article call an put options, in order to calculate the resulting profit or loss. In this way we will be ready to immediately spot an arbitrage opportunity, when it occurs, independently what factors influence the level of current share prices and call and put option prices.
A good idea, implemented in this article, is to work with such a matrix model of a fraction of given financial market that this model represents a complete market. According to the definition of a complete market, each desired financial instrument has then its perfect replica, which is not the case on incomplete markets; see for example, Zaremba (2018, pp.16-17) , Zaremba (2017c, p.101) .
